
Rodbourne Cheney Primary School Nursery 

Owlets, Ducklings, Penguins and Puffins   

WB Date: WB 2.3.20 

Focus for the fortnight: Dinosaurs 

Rhyme/s for the week: You’re a dinosaur and you know it/5 enormous dinosaurs  
 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday  Thursday 

World Book Day 

Friday 

Morning activity: Reading books on carpet 

Teacher led activity on the carpet 

Communication and Language 

 

Play video of dinosaur in nursery 

 

30-50 

Questions why things happen and gives 

explanations. Asks e.g. who,  

what, when, how. 

 

Prompt the children to discuss what 

they have seen. Could the dinosaur be 

looking for something? What could it 

be? Is it her nest? 

 

Place golden dinosaur egg in the 

playground in a nest. 

Phonics 

 Owlets and ducklings  
 

Puffins and Penguins - remind 

children of our sound this week 

‘t’ Gather objects on the carpet 

and name them, drawing out their 

initial t sound.  

Expressive Arts 

and Design  

30-50 

Sings a few 

familiar songs. 

Beginning to move 

rhythmically. 

Imitates movement 

in response to 

music. 

 

Children sing and 

join in with the 

actions to ‘You’re a 

dinosaur and you 

know it’ 

Communication and Language 
 

Children pair up and share their favourite 

stories from home.  

 

30-50  

Listening and attention  

Listens to others one to one or in small 

groups, when conversation 

interests them 

 

Speaking  

Beginning to use more complex 

sentences to link thoughts (e.g.  

using and, because). 

Maths - Number 

 
30-50 

Sometimes matches numeral  

and quantity correctly. 
 

Give children little dinosaurs 2-10 and children have to 

choose the correct numerals. 

Adult / Key Worker Groups 
PSED 

22-36 

Interested in others’ play and starting to 

join in. 

30-50 

Keeps play going by  

responding to what others are saying or 

doing.  

 

Play a parachute game to encourage 

children to work together. Place a soft 

toy dinosaur onto a parachute and ask the 

children to work together to make the 

dinosaur jump! Challenge the children to 

make the dinosaur jump high into the air 

or jump low to the ground.   

Shape Space and Measure 

30-50 

Shows an interest in shape and spac

e by playing with shapes or  

making arrangements with  

objects.  

 

 

Exploring & using 

media &  

Materials 

30-50 

Beginning to 

construct, stacking  

blocks vertically and 

horizontally,  

making enclosures 

and creating  

spaces 

 

Make pens and 

enclosures for the 

dinosaurs. 

Writing 

30-50 

Ascribes meanings to marks 

that they see in different 

places. 

After reading the story ‘The day the 

Crayons Quit’ 

Write a letter asking the colours to stay. 

The world 

30-50 

Can talk about some of the  

things they have observed such as plants, 

animals, natural and  

found objects. 

What can each colour draw? 

 

Physical development 

22-36 

Runs safely on whole foot. 

Squats with steadiness to rest or play with object on the 

ground, and rises to feet without using hands. 

 

30-50 

Moves freely and with pleasure and confidence in a range 

of ways, such as slithering, shuffling, rolling, crawling, 

walking, running, jumping, skipping, sliding and hopping. 

 

Have some classical music playing outside and 

encourage the children to move around like 

different types of dinosaurs. Encourage them to 

think about which type of dinosaur suits the 

different tracks. 



 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Snack Munch Bunch strawberry 

yogurt with dried banana 

crisps 

Cheese and tomato pizza 

with melon 

Jaffa oranges segments and 

almond finger 

Cheese on toast with choice 

of fruit 

Muller corner banana 

chocolate fake yogurt or 

strawberry yogurt  
 

  Fortnight Continual Provision 

Maths Table 

   

Dinosaur addition 

Dinosaur cube measuring 

Dinosaur number tracing 

Match the number of 

dinosaurs to the numeral 

Writing Table Pencil grip assessment 

Pencil control maze and pencil control complete the dinosaurs  
 

Creative Table  

 
Use bubble wrap for scale 

printing 

 

Make dinosaur fossils 

 
Use air dry clay and mix in with it sand 

and cofffee for earthy texture.  
 

 

 

 
Hand print a-sauruses 

World book day Activities 

 
Paint big versions of the crayons, 

look at colour mixing. Fine motor 

control to stay within the lines. 

 

30-50 

Exploring & using media &  

materials  

Explores colour and how colours  

can be changed.  

 

Exploring & using media &  

materials  

30-50 

 • Joins construction pieces  

together to build and balance.  

• Realises tools can be used for a  

purpose. 

Uses various construction  

materials.  

 

 

Junk Modelling pens and cages 

for the dinosaurs 

 

Small world 

Area/Home corner 

Dinosaur island  

 



Tuff Tray   

 Save the dinosaurs from the swamp!  

Make dinosaur footprints  

Construction Area Build enclosures for the dinosaurs 

Exploring & using media &  

Materials 

30-50 

Beginning to construct, stacking blocks vertically and horizontally, making enclosures and creating spaces 

Funky Fingers  

Dinosaur play dough mats  Cutting skills   

 
Technology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Daisy the Dinosaur coding App. 

Outside Area 
Learning activity Dinosaur safari 

Dinosaur footprints with number 1 -10 

Make a den to hide from the dinosaur 

Use large cardboard boxes to escape the dinosaur 

Use our binoculars and telescopes to go on a dinosaur hunt. 

Busy Bees  Mrs Monks to work with groups of children to develop PSED, Understanding and Physical Development 

 

 


